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The Value of A Day

One of the most familiar Zen phrases for people who
practice chanoyu, as it is for others as well, is "Nichinichi
köre könichi" ( Fl ^ T E & J ' Ö ), "Every day is a good day." *
In dictionaries and such, one comes across explanations
like, "If you treat each day that you encounter with care,
then that day is a good day," or, "To every day, with fresh
spirit, treat the day which you encounter with care." Every single day, however, is not necessarily one which we
can feel is a "good day.'There are days when the weather
is refreshing and clear, days when it continuously rains
all day long, as well as days of extreme, sweltering heat.
You might be walking down the street and suddenly fall
and skin your knee, or you might have a fight with somebody, or there are probably also days when everything
feels odious and it seems as though it is the worst day of
your life.
Even though you might think, "I dread days like this,"
the day that is before your eyes is not going to vanish.
No matter what kind of day it is, "today" exists atop the
accumulation of successive days called "yesterday." It is
only through trying to earnestly live life today that you
will get the chance to encounter the day which follows
it. And if that's the case, you should face that day which
is before your eyes straightforward and be conscious of
it.That consciousness will lead to ichigo ichie, the idea to
treasure every meeting for it will never recur.
The thing is to believe that all the todays in front of
our eyes are precious days, and to live them unwaveringly. I believe that all of us who study chanoyu, regardless of our age or experience, must keep it in our
minds to face each day that is before our eyes with this
thought. Without understanding the value of each day,
it will not be possible to convey the weight of our traditional culture, which has been carried forward for more
than four hundred years, to the future. I would like to
push forward together with all of you, with the sense
that "Every day is a good day."
lemoto Zabôsai
SEN Sôshitsu XVI
t r a n s l a t o r ' s note: This standard Japanese pronunciation of the phrase
is used by lemoto. Several alternative pronunciations are possible.
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Ceiling of the foyer of the Konnichian historical tea room complex, as seen
from the south half of the foyer looking north, with the front porch at the left.
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2018 Seichü-Ennö-Mugen-ki

To Share the Same Spirit

For chake, or families whose activities revolve around
chadö, November is the month of robiraki, the important "opening of the sunken hearth" as we move into
winter. SEN Rikyü proclaimed that one should "notice
the yuzu growing deep in color" (yuzu no irozuku o mite)
to know it is time for the robiraki. At the Urasenke Head
House, however, we do robiraki a little early, on the last
day of October. Japan is long from north to south, and
depending upon the climate in the particular area, robiraki is held as late as early December.
Well now, it was in 1948 that, following in the footsteps of the successive iemoto of the past, I undertook
my Zen training at the monks' training hall at Daitokuji
t e m p l e . The Daitokuji abbot at t h a t time was GOTO
Zuigan röshi, the supervising master at the training hall
was ODA Sessö röshi, and MORINAGA Sökö (who later
achieved the title of röshi, or senior teacher) was my
brother disciple, together w i t h w h o m I trained hard
and could learn and internalize many things. This is
among the driving forces which support me today.
A teaching I received at that time had to do with the
story of Enô (Ch., Huineng), who counts as the sixth
Zen patriarch after Bodhidharma. When Enö was accepted as a disciple by the fifth patriarch, Gunin (Ch.,
Hongren), he uttered to the master, "Though it may be
said that there are South and North people, fundamentally there is no south and north in Buddha nature."What
those words mean is, "People are quick to discriminate,
but there is no one-sidedness in the Buddha's mind."
Even though Enö had been accepted into the monastery, he was not allowed into the training hall. So he
worked hard every day threshing rice and doing cleaning. Gunin one day quietly went to check on how he was
doing, and found that the rice was thoroughly threshed
and simply still needed sieving. With that, Enö was allowed into the training hall, and came t o stand out
among the other trainee monks and eventually succeed
as the sixth patriarch.
I will never forget the immensity of my shock when
I heard the words, "Though it may be said that there are
South and North p e o p l e , . . . " I thought, how wonderful the Buddha's teachings are, free from discrimination
and separation. It was the same with the teachings of
Jesus that I learned when I was a student at Döshisha
University. I respect the teachings in the East and West
that say, "Do not separate people and mistake them by
appearance. We are one and the same." To scorn people
and spread rumors to hurt them constitutes outright discrimination. It is most important that we all keep these
teachings in mind at least a bit, and try to help build
genuine peace on earth.
Daisöshö Höunsai
SEN Genshitsu
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T

he Urasenke Head House's annual m e m o rial event referred t o as the Seichü-EnnöMugen-ki j o i n t l y honors three o f Urasenke's
iemoto w h o were active during the last years
of the feudal Tokugawa (Edo) period t h r o u g h
much of the post-WWII Shöwa era. They are
G e n g e n s a i Seichü (Söshitsu XI; 1 8 1 0 - 7 7 ) ,
E n n ö s a i T e t c h ü (Söshitsu XIII; 1 8 7 2 - 1 9 2 4 ) ,
and Mugensai Sekisö (Tantansai, Söshitsu XIV;
1893-1964), w h o are especially
remembered
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for w h a t they d i d to secure a prosperous

mgs in the main alcove.
T h e c o n tainer isTantan-

f u t u r e f o r c h a d ö in t h o s e years o f i m m e n s e

sai's favored Bizen ware

change in Japan. The memorial is on July 5, hanging waniguchi (crocodile mouth) flower conand this year had an attendance of 260, in- t a i n e r w h i c h he had
cluding 13 f rom places outside Japan.
ordermade on the occaBy 9:00 A.M., those i n v i t e d t o p a r t i c i p a t e sion of the 350th Rikyuki (1940).
in the o p e n i n g tea-dedication service were
seated in the Chöfü-no-ma withi n the Heisei Chashitsu. Daisöshö
announced that the service would begin, and then lemoto entered
and, sitting before the daisu shelf unit at the temaeza, prepared the
special tea for the offering. SEN Takafumi conveyed it to the offering
table in the alcove, where hung the heirloom scroll featuring the
name"Seichü"written by the nobleman KmöHisatada (1798-1871),
w h o gave Gengensai this name commemorating Gengensai's fiftieth birthday in 1860. As Takafumi set it on the offering table, everyone placed their palms together in gasshô (see lead photo). After this,
lemoto prepared koicha for the representative guests.
The /oo/cf?a-drinking soon came to a close, and the Chöfü-no-ma
was rearranged for the shichijishiki dedications to be conducted by
groups which study directly under the lemoto and senior gyôtei at
Urasenke headquarters. As the shichijishiki were underway, the memorial attendees went to the Kangetsu-no-ma upstairs in the Heisei
Chashitsu, t o view the articles listed in this day's kaiki record and
their inscribed storage boxes. From there, they filed downstairs t o
observe the shichijishiki scene before going across the street to the
Chadö Kaikan, to enjoy usucha served by the ladies of the Urasenke
head family.

wir i w h . * n . . . . < » i M « ;

as a m i
View this day of the Shinka room on the first floor of the Chadö Kaikan, in its summertime'outfit'of sliding reed panels isudo), replacing the shôji which separate indoors
from outdoors during the rest of the year. The alcove features a traditional set of offering items for the Kikkoten festival, the original form of the Tanabata "Star Festival"
observed on the seventh day of the seventh month.

Seichü-Ennö-Mugen-ki, cont'd.

Topics
Daisöshö Receives Key to the City of Honolulu

"

SEN Masako, backed by her and lemoto's daughter, SAKATA Makiko, lemoto's
late brother's wife, IZUMI Hiromi, and lemoto's cousin, SAKURAI Yukiko, conveys their welcome to the attendees in the large room on the second floor
of the Chadö Kaikan.

Mayor CALDWELL, Daisöshö holding the wooden key, and Donna TANOUE.

Daisöshö was host to Honolulu Mayor Kirk CALDWELL and
the Mayor's wife. Donna TANOUE, together with Executive
Director Edwin HAWKINS of the Honolulu Office of Economic
Water vessel on the Misonodana used by
Development, and translator Keiko GRANT, when they paid
the ladies of the head family.
a visit to Urasenke Konnichian, Kyoto, on October 30, 2018.
Welcoming them upon their arrival at the Kabutomon,
The confections served by the ladies
Daisöshö showed his guests into the Heisei Chashitsu's
were "Himuro" (Icehouse), produced by
main room, the Chöfü-no-ma, and they were served confecthe wagashi-maker, Toraya. It has been
tions and usucha prepared at the newly-opened ro (sunken
the tradition for the ladies to serve this
hearth, for the cold season) by Daisôshô's assistants from
confection on this occasion, arranged in
the Konnichian gyôteibu, while enjoying pleasant conversaTantansai's favored polka dot openwork
tion with Daisöshö. At his ryurei seat, Mayor Caldwell later
ceramic bowl made by Eiraku Sokuzen.
prepared a bowl of usucha himself, and Daisöshö was happy
For the temae, they used Tantansai's fato be his guest for that. The Mayor, thanking Daisöshö for
vored Misonodana tea-making table, as
his great service to the people of Honolulu and the world in
is alSO their usual CUStOm. The large ce- Hanging scroll of Enno- promoting the Way of Tea for peace and good will, then preladon water vessel they used had inlaid ^uSRäSi sented Daisöshö with a wooden Key to the City of Honolulu.
whirlpool decoration, (see photo above) flowing water) written It was one of only four such keys that Mayor Caldwell has
was made by SUWA Sozan (d. 1922), and on folding-fan paper presented to anyone during his term as mayor. Forty years
bore an inscription by Tantansai indicat- i<n se"men), which hung ago (1978), Daisöshö, who was Urasenke lemoto at that
_ " ' , , ' . ' .
the
tsugi-no-ma
ing that Tantansai favored it.
time, received the title of Honorary Citizen of Honolulu from
room at the Urasenke
From the Chadö Kaikan, the attend- Gakuen.
Mayor Frank FASI.
ees went to the Urasenke Gakuen school
building, where the gyötei served them
IZUMI Köichirö Takes the Buddhist Precepts
kuzuyaki (grilled sweetened kudzu
starch) confections and usucha. As at the
On September 13 this year,
Chadö Kaikan, the alcoves in the various
at Daitokuji Ryüshöji temple,
rooms had impressive scrolls from the
IZUMI Köichirö underwent the
Urasenke collection hanging in them for
tokudö-shiki ceremony to take
the occasion.
the Buddhist precepts and become ordained. The ceremony
There was a third usucha venue, hostwas performed by Daitokuji's
ed at the Chadö Kenshü Kaikan by the
TAKADA Myöhö röshi, and in
Shikukai group of Urasenke followers
attendance were Köichirö's
who study directly at Urasenke headuncle lemoto Zabösai, and
quarters. Shuttle bus service was availmother, IZUMI Hiromi. On this
able from the Urasenke Gakuen to this
occasion, Köichirö received the
venue. In the waiting room, there hung
Buddhist anmyö name Sn Wi
a scroll of a waterfall ink painting by the
(Söyö), and saiga name £r ÏM.
late Edo period painter, Tosa Mitsuzane
isf (Hekiryüsai). With this, he
(1 780-1852). (Photo at right) The confecKöichirö in the Hösensai at Kon
reconfirmed his determinations at this venue were named "Seoto"
nichian after the ceremony, wear
(sound of the rapids), and were served
ing the rakusu Buddhist garment tion to Carry On as the Second
he received at the ceremony, and g e n e r a t i o n i n t h e | z u m j f a m i | y
in a Venetian glass bowl.
holding the paper which shows his ,.
. . .
. . .
A light meal (tenshin) was available at
newly-received Buddhist anmyö l m e initiated by his late f a t h e r ,
theTankôsha Publishing Co. building.
and saigö.
IZUMI S o k ö .

Samples of the "Himuro"
(in the front) and kuzuyaki
confections, on the offering table in the Heisei
Chashitsu's Chöfü-no-ma.
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Daisöshö in Hanoi

T

he year 2018 marks the 45th anniversary of the
establishment of diplomatic relations between Vietnam
and Japan, and so there have been many commemorative
;
events in both countries. Amid this, Daisöshö made a
trip to Hanoi October 14 -16, and during the three days,
participated in several momentous events for encouraging
>y
the spread of cultural understanding of Japan in Vietnam,
and promoting peace in the world through chadö.
Arriving at Noi Bai International Airport at the noon hour,
Daisöshö set off at 2:45 for the FPT Building in Hanoi's Dich
Vong Hau Ward, which is headquarters to the mammoth
Vietnamese IT firm named FPT Corporation, to participate moved into the tea room area, and after the chakai, they
in the official opening of the tea room within this building took many commemorative photos together.
In the evening, the Tankökai Hanoi Dökökai hosted a dinwhich Urasenke completed construction of earlier this
year and has donated to FPT Corp. Headquarters. FPT ner reception surrounding Daisöshö at the Hotel Nikko Hanoi.
The approx. 130 guests included members of the Japanese
business community in Vietnam, and Tankökai members
ii ii i;. *.',:•<;•• i« --;
from Gifu as well as Miyagi in Japan. The Dökökai's president, YANAI Taiji, presented words of welcome (photo below).
Among the other speeches, one was by Ambassador Umeda,
j-m
and another was by Vietnam Ambassador NGUYEN Phu Binh,
who is Vice President of the Vietnam-Japan Friendship Assn.
and took part in all these events surrounding Daisöshö's visit.
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Corp. Chairman TROUNG Gia Binh and the former General
Secretary of the Communist Party of Vietnam, LE Kha
Phieu, were among the Vietnamese participants. From the
Embassy of Japan in Vietnam, Minister ASAZUMA Shinichi
was present. The name given by lemoto Zabösai to the tea
room is ruHfj^Fftf j "Entokuan." Following the speeches and
name plaque unveiing, the formal opening chakai took
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The following morning, Daisöshö, together with Ambassador Umeda, went to the Hanoi Presidential Palace and met
with the Acting President of Vietnam, DANGThi NgocThinh.
Daisöshö expressed his condolences on the recent passing
of President TRAN Dai Quang, and explained his own intention to pour energy into expanding the exchange between
Japan and Vietnam.

LJ
_

place in the tea room. Finally, Daisöshö and Chairman Binh
responded to an interview from members of the media.
The tea room will be used for FPT employees' education, and
will also serve as the center for the Tankökai Hanoi Dökökai
(estb. 2015).
The next morning, Daisöshö presented a chakai at the
official residence of Japan's ambassador to Vietnam, H.E.
UMEDA Kunio, which was sponsored by the ambassador and
was for Vietnamese family members of Japanese World War
Two soldiers. He spent time talking with them before they

4
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That afternoon, Daisöshö was at Hanoi's landmark Opera
House, for a public program co-sponsored by the Japanese
Embassy and the Vietnam-Japan Friendship Assn., and supported by the Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Vietnam. There were approx. 550 attendees, including
students from universities and high schools in Hanoi. Daisöshö and Ambassador Umeda gave welcoming speeches,
and then there was a Peace Prayer kencha-shiki, wherein
Daisöshö prepared a bowl of tea and placed it as an offering
before a scroll reading . . .
continued on facing page

13th East Asia Tea Culture Symposium & Panel Discussion on Culture and Peace in East Asia

F

or the thirteenth time since this project was initiated in
2004, Urasenke organized its East Asia Tea Culture Symposium & Panel Discussion on East Asia's Culture and Peace,
which this time took place over the two days of September
15 & 16, 2018, at Nanzan University in Nagoya, Japan. The
theme was, "Let's Together Connect the Road to Peace."The
invited experts and researchers from the East Asian countries of China, South Korea (ROK), and Japan who would be
making presentations got together at the Hotel Nagoya
Castle the previous afternoon for a preparatory meeting,
and later dined together at a welcoming banquet.

CHENG Yonghua of the Chinese Embassy in Tokyo, Consul
General DENG Wei of the Chinese Consulate in Nagoya,
Consul General JEONG Hwan-seong of the ROK Consulate in
September 15
Nagoya, Vice Secretary General CHENG Haibo of the ChinaThe program began at 10:30 A.M. with a kencha-shiki in which Japan Friendship Assn., and Chairman ICHISE Hideaki of the
Daisöshö solemnly prepared a bowl of tea and placed it Nanzan School Corp., among others. The opening ceremony
as an offering in front of a scroll reading "Heiwa kinen" (In followed, from 11:10 A.M. Representing the hosting organizaprayer for peace). Representative guests then took seats tions, there were welcoming speeches by Daisöshö, Nanzan
on the stage for a wagô-no-chakai 'peace and harmony' School Chairman Ichise, and China-Japan Friendship Assn.
tea gathering, in which they shared koicha prepared by Vice Secretary General Cheng. Also, China's Ambassador
Daisöshö. The guests for this included Commissioner MIYATA Cheng and ROK's Consul General Jeong offered congratulaRyöhei of Japan's Agency for Cultural Affairs, Ambassador tory speeches. The morning schedule ended with a keynote
lecture entitled "Tokimeki no toki" (When your
heart tingles with joy), by Cultural Affairs Commissioner Miyata, an award-winning metalwork artist and former President of the Tokyo
University of the Arts.
First thing in the afternoon, China's Ambassador Cheng and Professor Emeritus KIM Yong
Woon of Hanyang University, ROK, presented
keynote lectures. The theme of that by Ambassador Cheng was, "China-Japan Cultural
Exchange from the Perspective of Japan's
Chadö.'The theme ofthat by Professor Emeritus Kim was, "The World, and the Religiosity
continuation from p. 4 . . . "Heiwa: kyôzon, kyôei" (Peace: coexistence, co-prosperity). This was followed by a wago-nochakai, wherein ten representative guests were seated on
the stage and shared koicha prepared by Daisöshö.
For the last part of the program, a demonstration of a
simple chakai was performed, and Daisöshö provided the
commentary.The program received a grand ovation.

o f C h a d ö . " (Photos at right, from the top: keynote speakers Commissioner MIYATA Ryöhei, Ambassador CHENG Yonghua, and Professor Emeritus KIM Yong Woon.)

The Panel Discussion on Culture and Peace was held from
2:50 P.M., with OKAMOTO Köichi (Prof., Töyö Eiwa Jogakuin, Japan) as coordinator. The panelists were HIRAIWA Shunji (Prof.,
Nanzan University, Japan), Guo Lianyou (Prof., Beijing Center

In the Mirror Room at the Opera House, the Tankökai Hanoi Assn. members conducted ryüra-style temae and served
sweets and usucha to the attendees.

«
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for Japanese Studies, Beijing Foreign Studies University,
China), CHOO Kyu Ho (Prof, Sungkyunkwan University Graduate School of International Strategy, ROK), and Kent CALDER
(Vice Dean, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International
Studies, USA). Each from his own field of expertise, they exchanged opinions about what is necessary to achieve sustainable peace in East Asia.
continued on p. 6
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46th Urasenke Hawaii Seminar

13th East Asian Symposium & Panel cont'd.
continuation from p. 5 That evening, Daisöshö hosted a banquet at the Hotel Nagoya Castle. Including all seventeen
of the researchers participating in the panel discussion or
seminar, there were approximately 380 guests.
The second day was dedicated to the East Asia Tea Culture Symposium. In the morning, there were paper presentations/discussions as follows:
Paper I: "The Tea Culture of Minnan, and the Chinese People's
Human Relations," by (L) Yu Kuo
Lung (Prof, Huaqiao University,
China). Discussant, (R) KAWAI
Shuichi (Prof, Kyoto University,
Japan).
Paper II: "Human Society in the 21 st Century, and the Spirit of
Japan's Way of Tea," by Yi Young
(Prof., Korea National Open University). Discussant, ZHANG Jianli
(Prof, Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences).
Paper III: "A Cultural Theory on Hot-water Boiling: Within
the Development of the Teadrinking Cultures of Japan and
China," by IZUMI Reijirö (Vice Director, Chadö Research Center,
and Director, Konnichian Library,
Japan). Discussant, PARK Hwa Moon (Prof. Emeritus, Daegu
University, ROK).
Closing comments: PARK Jeon Yull (Prof. Emeritus, Chung-Ang University, ROK).
After the lunch break, young researchers introduced their respective research on Tea Culture,
as follows:
Li Yang (Lecturer, Tianjin Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Philosophy, China), on "A
Plan for East Asia in Terms of Building a New
System of Human Relations."
KIM Hyeona (Research Prof., Hanyang University National Cultural Properties Research
Institute, ROK), on "Goryeo Celadon (Jp.
Kôrai seiji) and Goryeo tea bowls; How Did
They Start Being Produced?"
TAIRA Mieko (Chadö English Lecturer, Hakuho
Girls' High School, Japan), on "Okakura Tenshin's Idea of'Sympathy,'and the Way of Tea."
There was a Q & A period, and then Daisöshö
offered general comments on each of
the papers which had
been p r e s e n t e d
over the past t w o
days. He ended this
time's two-day program by saying that
he had gained won' {P^///
derful knowledge
from each and every |
one of the researchfull of gratitude.
ers' papers, and felt
During both days, the local Tankökai Aichi Chapter Federation organized an area to serve tea to the attendees in the
foyer of the Nanzan University auditorium where the events
took place, and students
from the kindergarden
through University level
Christian educational institutions run by the Nanzan
School Corp. helped to do
the serving of the confections and tea.
j*
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uly 18-25, 2018, Urasenke's annual seminar in Hawaii
took place for the forty-sixth time, with Daisöshö present throughout, and Urasenke Tankökai Federation Advisor
AMAE Kishichirö serving as group leader. There were ninetyfive registrants, including four from places other than Japan, plus twelve invited students who belong to Urasenke's
Gakkö Chadö program at their respective college or high
school in Japan. This year marks the 150th year since the
first Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii (the Kingdom
of Hawaii), and many events, referred to as Gannenmono or
"first-year people" observances, are taking place in Hawaii
in commemoration. The 2018 Urasenke Hawaii Seminar
also focused attention on this important anniversary.
Most of the participants flew to Honolulu together on a
flight departing from either Tokyo or Osaka, and arrived in
Honolulu the morning of July 18. They all then met at the
Halekulani Hotel for an inaugural meeting and luncheon.
The next morning, the seminar registrants attended
a tea dedication ceremony [kenchashiki) performed by
Daisöshö at the Honpa Hongwanji Hawaii Betsuin temple,
in memory of the first Japanese immigrants to Hawaii.

Following this, everyone moved to the Hale Koa Hotel, for
a sit-down buffet style luncheon party with generous array
of colorful Hawaiian style foods, hosted by the Urasenke
Tankökai Hawaii Association (UTHA).

*•••*••••••• ,

(Left) Daisöshö, (middle) UTHA Vice President Satoru Izutsu, and (right) seminar
group leader AMAE Kishichirö present speeches at the opening of the luncheon.

The lecture program took place the next two mornings,
at the East-West Center, which is adjacent to the University of Hawaii's Manoa campus (UHM). After presenting an
opening address, Daisöshö gave the first lecture, in which
he talked about Urasenke in the post-Meiji days, and also
about his own experiences when he served in the Japanese
Imperial Navy as a naval aviator. The second lecture was by
Prof. Dennis OGAWA, of the American Studies Department
at UHM. Prof. Ogawa's lecture was about the early history of
the Japanese people's immigration to Hawaii and this year's
150th anniversary of the Gannenmono.

VJK
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Daisöshö opens the lecture program.

46th Urasenke Hawaii Seminar cont'd.
After these lectures, the seminar registrants could further enjoy the Manoa
campus atmosphere by walking to the
^.
W 7 c a f e t e r i a a n d having lunch there. Then
O)
'*
IÀ", they went to the Urasenke-donated
I Jakuan tea house which is set within
UHM Prof. Dennis OGAWA t h e Urasenke-donated Seien roji garden and is located next to the EastWest Center, for tea served by the UHM students who belong to the chadö club, and to the East-West Center, for tea
served ryürei style by alumni of the university's chadö club.
if%i
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The activity for July 22 was the traditional Urasenke
Hawaii Seminar friendship exchange chakai hosted by
the UTHA. The venue for this was the Urasenke-donated
Seiköan tea house, for koicha, and lounge adjacent to it, for
ryûre/-style usucha, at the Japanese Cultural Center of Hawaii (JCCH).
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That evening, Daisöshö hosted his traditional Urasenke
Hawaii Seminar gala banquet, at the Sheraton Waikiki Hotel,

-
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inviting all the seminar participants and many members
of the Urasenke community of Hawaii. Among the special
guests were Consul-General Köichi ITO (above left photo) and
his wife, of the Japanese Consulate General in Honolulu;
Chief Justice Mark E. RECKTENWALDand his wife, of the Hawaii
Supreme Court; and Honolulu Mayor Kirk CALDWELL and his
wife. There were approximately 310 attendees in all.
At the lecture program the next morning, the current head of the Ohi pottery kiln of Kanazawa, Japan, OHI
Chözaemon XI, Toshio, presented the first lecture. Toshio
succeded his father as Chözaemon XI in 2016, and for this
seminar, he chose to title his lecture, "After My Succession."
The second lecture was by Hawaii-based architect Lorraine

I

--

Those who had come on the seven-day plan returned to
Japan on July 23, while those on the full nine-day plan had
free time that day and the next, during which they could
drop by at the Han'yöan tea room within the Urasenke Hawaii
Branch quarters and enjoy the chadö hospitality of UTHA
members.
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The alcove flowers and temae-za arrangement at the Han'yöan.

Also, they were able to attend the poolside "Sayonara Party"
held at the official seminar hotel, The Breakers, located adjacent to the Urasenke Hawaii Branch, the evening of July 24.

OHI Chözaemon XI,Toshio

Lorraine MINATOISHI

MiNATOiSHi.The title of her lecture was "Japanese Influenced
Architecture in Hawaii."
This ended the lecture program, and each of the attendees received a certificate from Daisöshö, from the UHM
Outreach College, and from the East-West Center, as proof
of their participation in this program.

*
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News from Abroad
University of Illinois Japan House Celebrates 20th Anniversary
The Japan House at the Urbana-Champaign
Campus of the University of Illinois, where
our Tankökai Urbana-Champaign Assn. is
centered, was established in its present form
in 1998, and on that occasion its two tea
rooms, donated by Daisöshö (then lemoto),
were established. In celebration of its 20th
anniversary, a range of events were held
over the three days of September 7-9,2018.
On the first day, we held a chadö seminar
led by Gyötei IZUMIMOTO Sögen from Urasenke Headquarters. (See photo) For the ninetyone participants, who included 15 Urasenke chadö followers who came from various parts of Japan for the events, 45
from Tankökai associations in the USA, and 31 members of
our own Tankökai Urbana-Champaign Association, it was a
very constructive day, recharging everyone's desire to dedicate themselves to their chadö practice.
The next morning, our Tankökai association hosted a
commemorative chakai in the Japan House tea rooms, inviting firstly Gyötei Izumimoto and the others from Japan to
partake of a confection at the corner set out for that, next
share in a bowl of koicha, and then go to the area set out for
usucha. We had our guests from other parts of the USA go in
two groups for this, and we thus finished the chakai by noon.
A celebratory program took place from 2:00 that afternoon, at our university's Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts, with Consul General Naoki ITO of the Consulate General
of Japan in Chicago, as well as President Timothy Killeen and

Chancellor Robert Jones of our university, in attendance.
At this program, Gyötei IZUMIMOTO read aloud the messages
which Daisöshö and Oiemoto had sent, and a ryûre/'-style
chanoyu presentation was conducted on the stage.
On the last day, we had a chakai at the Japan House tea
rooms, to which the public was invited, and at which our
Urasenke associates from Japan, other parts of the USA, and
we ourselves served as the hosts. We named it "Tözaiyüwa
chakai," meaning "Chakai Joining East and West."
Our three-day celebration gave us pause to appreciate
more deeply than ever the kindnesses and guidance we
have received over many years from Daisöshö and Oiemoto.
KimikoGUNJi
President, Chadö Urasenke Tankökai
Urbana-Champaign Association, and
Former Director of the Japan House

25th Anniversary of Tankökai Houston
Japan's time-honored chadö tradition was the focus of a
series of programs in Houston, Texas, October 19-21, 2018,
celebrating the 25th anniversary of the Tankökai Houston
Assn. We were pleased to have Gyötei MACHIDA Söhö with us
from Kyoto, representing the Urasenke Head House at these
events.
A commemorative public lecture program took place in
the Grand Hall at Rice University on October 19, sponsored
by the university's Office for Multicultural Community Relations. Opening words were presented by the new Consul
General of Japan in Houston, Hideo FUKUSHIMA, and Gyötei
Machida. The two invited lecturers were Nancy STALKER, who
is Söshitsu Sen Distinguished Chair in History at the University of Hawaii at Manoa and spoke on "Teaching Tea at
University of Hawaii," and Rona TISON, who is Executive Vice
President of Ito En North America and spoke on "History of
Tea with Urasenke and Tea Health Benefits." A number of us
Urasenke members were honored to be among the guests
that evening at a dinner reception at the official residence
of Consul General Fukushima and his wife. There, we were
treated to a wagashi-making demonstration.
The next day was our big 25th Anniversary luncheon
celebration at the Westin Memorial City Hotel, at which we
had 175 attendees. It began with ryüre/-style teicha tea service on the stage for the special invited VIPs, who included
Former Japanese Ambassador to the US, Ichiro FUJISAKI, who
is President of the Japan America Society in Japan; Consul
General and Mrs. Fukushima; our two lecturers the previous
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day, Nancy STALKER and ! *
Rona TISON; Anne CHAO,

who is an adjunct lecturer
at Rice University; and Director Christopher OLSON I
of the Houston Mayor's
Office of Trade and International Affairs. Narration
for this was provided by
Gyötei Machida.
That evening, VIPs and 3
guests took part in the
opening of the new tea-room facility at the Mochizuki Cultural Center in the suburban area of Cypress, about 35 km
from central Houston. The facility is comprised of a 4.5 tatami room, a 6 tatami room, an 8 tatami room, a mizuya, and
a roji garden complete with stone water-basin. When the
name plaque was unveiled by Gyötei Machida and others of
us, it revealed the name given to the tea room facility by
Oiemoto Söshitsu SEN XVI, Zabösai: T Ü fc fM J (Bökeian,
"hermitage overlooking the vista").
The facility was the venue for special chadö seminar under Gyötei Machida on the final day of the commemoration.
There were 47 participants in this seminar.

I

Akihiro MOCHIZUKI

Member, Chadö Urasenke Tankökai Houston Association
Chairman, Mochizuki Cultural Center

Midorikai Comings and Goings

Urasenke Center Galleries
2018 Special Autumn Exhibition

Illustrated Handscrolls of
the Saké vs. Rice Debate
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—Wining and Dining in Medieval Japan—
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On September 5, when the second semester began, the
Midorikai gained the following five new students: Agata
KWIATKOWSKA (UT Krakow Assn., Poland), Brian Chuck Lam
CHEUNG (Uni. of Hawaii Söshitsu Sen XV Fellowship), Dario
Andreas ARANGUIZ (UT Urbana-Champaign Assn., USA),
Lauri Santeri KEMPPAINEN (UT Finland Assn.), and Amanda
Elise GARRETT (UT Kansas Assn., USA).

I*

M

FROM THE LEFT: Anna LOFSTROM, Ziga NOVAK, Vice Principal IZUMI Reijirö,
lemoto SEN Söshitsu XVI, Principal SEN Masako, Anastasiia ANTIUFEEVA, and
Violeta PETROVA.

The closing ceremony for the first semester of the 2018
trimester school year at the Urasenke Gakuen Professional
College of Chadö took place on Friday, July 13, in the large
upstairs room of the Chadö Kaikan. It doubled as the course
completion ceremony for the seven students in the threemonth spring term course, and the four students in the
one-year Midorikai course which began the previous
September. Those four Midorikai course students were
Anna LOFSTROM (UT Finland Assn.), Ziga NOVAK (UT Slovenia
Assn.), Anastasiia ANTIUFEEVA (UT Moscow Assn., Russia), and
Violeta PETROVA (UT Bulgaria Assn.).
The summer of 2018 saw record-breaking heat and meteorological catastrophes wreak havoc in Japan. July 24,
when some of Urasenke's men, including Ziga NOVAK and
other Gakuen students, helped pull the Hashi Benkei float
in Kyoto's famous Gion Matsuri, the thermometer rose to
39 °C, over 102 "F. Though it was summer vacation time,
most of the Midorikai students remained in Kyoto to experience the festival and cheer on their float-pulling friends.
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The exhibition poster

T

he Shuhanron emaki, or "Illustrated Handscrolls of
the Saké vs. Rice Debate," relate the story of three
men's long-winded argumentation in favor of saké,
rice, or saké and rice in good balance, and includes illustrations of how they each prefer to entertain guests. The
three men are Miki no kami ason Nagamochi, or "Courtier
Nagamochi, Director of the Sake-Brewing Office"; limuro
ritsushi Köhan, or "Rice Vestibule Precept Master, Köhan";
and Chüzaemon no taifu Nakahara no Nakanari, or"Eminent
Middle Minister, Nakahara Nakanari."
This illustrated story, with its lively depictions of people
enjoying food and drink, and people preparing the foods
and drinks, was formulated in the Muromachi period, and
all the way to the end of the Edo period, many copies were
produced. They have been recognized as good resources
for understanding medieval customs, and recently they are
attracting attention as invaluable resources for understanding Japan's food culture.
Japan's medieval period, when the illustrated handscrolls
first appeared, is just when tea-drinking started to gain popularity. In modern-day formal tea functions (chaji), important roles are played not only by tea, but also by rice and
saké. The banquet depictions in the illustrated handscrolls
include many elements in common with modern-day formal tea functions, and it may be that the medieval banquet
style influenced their development.
The 2018 Special Autumn Exhibition at the Urasenke
Center (Chado Research Center), running from October 6
to December 4, represents the first time for an exhibition
to be mounted anywhere on the theme of the Shuhanron
emaki. Eight handscrolls from collections within Japan are
on exhibit. In addition, on display are examples of the kinds
of saké containers and such items seen in the handscrolls.
. . . continued on page 10
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Urasenke Center Galleries
continuation from p. 9
The exhibition
offers viewers a chance to come in
touch with wining and dining customs
in medieval Japan, and see how they
relate to the formal chanoyu functions
with which we today are familiar.
A catalogue (includes English explanations) is available for this 2018 Special Autumn Exhibition.
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RIGHT; Japanese-side cover of the catalogue. It
shows a portion of the illustration for the first
section of the handscroll, in which the three
protagonists are introduced. The courtier, in
blue kimono, is Nagamochi, the saké lover. Even
his name suggests that he "holds out well." The
priest, Köhan, is the rice lover, and appropriately,
his name means "likes rice." The warrior-class
other person is Nakanari, the "middleman" who
likes both saké and rice in moderation. FAR RIGHT:
English-side cover of the catalogue. It shows a
portion of the illustration for the fourth section of
the handscroll, the gathering hosted by Nakanari.

^
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Continuation of the scene on the English-side cover of the catalog. The host, Nakanari, is on the right. All the Shuhanron emaki illustrations shown on
On the left is the kitchen area, where fish, poultry, and other foods are being prepared. In the room this page are of the copy of the handscroll in the
just outside the reception room, fruits and warmed saké are being readied to bring in to the guests.
collection of the Chadö Research Center.
FAR LEFT At the residence of Priest Köhan, where the three protagonists are
first gathered (see top left photo), a monk
mills tea powder in the back room.
LEFT: Section three of the handscroll
is of a banquet hosted by Köhan, at
which everyone eats heaps of rice. In
the back room, the monk prepares tea
with the milled tea powder.

Out from University of Hawaii Press
English edition of Hideyoshi to Rikyü (1963), one of the best
known works by novelist NOGAMI Yaeko (1885-1985). The
translators, Mariko NISHI LAFLEUR and Morgan BEARD, are

*u

teachers of Urasenke chadö based in the Philadelphia area.
Urasenke headquarters is proud to announce their publication of this English translation of Nogami's intriguing
HIDEYOSHI
AND RIKYÜ
novel revolving around two of the most famous figures in
the history of chanoyu. Published in March, 2018. Paperback: ISBN-13:9780824867263. Hardback: ISBN-13:9780824874322.

URASENKE KONNICHIAN WEB SITE
www.urasenke.or.jp

WMEiT-'AZ Urasenke Chado
T h e Urasenke Newsletter is distributed
free of charge to Urasenke students and
followers, t h r o u gh the Urasenke headquarters office in Kyoto a n d branches
and official Urasenke Tankökai associations around the world. C o m m e n t s and
i n d i v i d u a l requests for s u b s c r i p t i o n s
should be addressed to
Urasenke Newsletter
Urasenke Tankökai Federation
682 Tcranouchi Tate-cho
Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto 6 0 2 - 0 0 7 3
Japan
Tel: +81 ( 0 7 5 ) 4 5 1 - 5 1 6 6
Fax: +81 ( 0 7 5 ) 4 5 1 - 3 9 2 6
Email: kokusai@urasenke.or.jp

Nogami paints in vivid color an imaginative world of samurai, tea masters, battles,
arts, and intrigue. Suspending time, she invites the reader into the tea room to join
Hideyoshi and Rikyü around the kettle. It is truly a delight—and welcome escape— R e p r o d u c t i o n o f Urasenke
articles is prohibited.
to finally have this masterpiece of tea fiction available in English. —Kristin Surak
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